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INTERIORS

I
t’s largely hidden from sight –

you will easily overlook it if

you drive along Middle Road

– but it’s a gem of  an old building

that has been beautifully

restored.

The old Gospel Hall Cottage is

listed as a building of  “special

architectural or historic interest”

by the government and sits on

land at the corner of  Middle and

Manse roads.

Restored Gem
A small cottage
undergoes a makeover
to create more space
and light

Folding doors leading to
the patio make the interior
feel larger than it is
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It has just undergone an incredible

makeover involving Mark Danforth,

from architects Bothelho Wood, and

interior designer Christine Benn, that

has transformed the cottage, while still

keeping faith with the original features.

The small bathroom, a long narrow

space, was gutted, and a walk-in shower

was installed at the end that entices you

inside. To make it look as open and

inviting as possible, similar colours were

used on all the walls.

Underfloor heating was also installed,

and the overall effect is to make the

space inviting, warm, and cosy.

The biggest change, however, has

been the kitchen area, which now

embraces you with its light and space.

A nontraditional addition to the old

building was demolished and rebuilt as

the new kitchen, with a new adjoining

patio area also constructed.

When the folding doors, which run

the length of  the kitchen, are open it

creates a flow of  space from the patio,

through the brightly lit kitchen, into the

living area, making the interior feel

larger than it really is.

Because the house is right next to

Middle Road, there was a need to

ensure privacy as well as

soundproofing, so the kitchen windows

nearest the road were installed close to

the ceiling, allowing light to stream into

the space, highlighting the exposed roof

framing.

White walls and white work surfaces

with hanging lights accentuate the light,

but the masterpiece is the roof  space.

Here the design of  the old Gospel Hall

has been recreated with all the rafters

exposed, maximising a sense of  space

in a cottage that is really designed for

just one or two people.

Mr. Danforth says, “We wanted to

create a space that ran freely from the

living area, with its fireplace, through

the kitchen into the patio. The covered

patio is a vital living space.

A small bathroom, a long
narrow space, was gutted

and a walk-in shower
installed

Key Suppliers
BotelhoWood Architects

Gulf  Stream Construction

Limited

Kitchens By Charles/Design

Associates

Pembroke Tile & Stone



Visit our showroom on 
Serpentine Road
441.292.8453
www.pts.bm

THE ONLY LIMIT IS YOUR IMAGINATION

pembroketile & stone
a style for every lifestyle
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